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Introduction
Alcohol is a CNS depressant that alters central nervous system function broadly. If consumed chronically, a neuroadapted state of dependence can emerge altering homeostasis. In dependence, individuals develop compulsive drinking behavior where, rather than providing positive reinforcement, continued alcohol intake limits the individual's experience of negative emotional and physiologic states associated with abstinence (Koob 2011) . Such negative reinforcement is thought to result from long term changes in neurotransmitter signaling systems, which at least in part, involve changes in gene expression (Zhou et al. 2011) . The gene expression changes that occur following the sudden removal of alcohol from the cellular environment are equally dramatic (Hashimoto et al. 2011 ) and precipitate a potentially life threatening withdrawal syndrome characterized by agitation, delirium, seizures, and autonomic instability (Eyer et al. 2011) . In order to better understand alcohol dependence and withdrawal, here we study temporal gene expression changes in a subset of functionally relevant transcripts within the dorsal vagal homeostatic center during the first 48h following alcohol removal.
Although it is clear that alcohol's effects are brain region specific, little is known of withdrawal's effects on the emotional-visceral axis, a homeostatic circuit relaying afferent information from visceral organs via the vagus to the brainstem, limbic system, and prefrontal cortex (Schwaber et al. 1982) . We have previously demonstrated in rats that chronic alcohol exposure causes gene expression changes in the dorsal vagal complex (DVC), an integrative region in this axis (Covarrubias and Khan et al. 2005) . Others have demonstrated the regional induction of immediate early gene (IEG) activity following acute exposure (Vilpoux et al. 2009 ). Here, we expand upon these findings by focusing on the temporal expression changes that occur when withdrawal-induced physiologic and behavioral symptoms are most severe. This time frame corresponds to our own observations of rats' abnormal activity and feeding patterns, as well to those reported by others (Morris et al. 2010) . We hypothesize that this approach will offer insight into how alcohol withdrawalinduced autonomic instability correlates with changes in gene expression. Previous focused and global expression studies of the effects of chronic alcohol exposure and withdrawal have implicated several interacting neurotransmitter systems. Initially, alcohol inhibits glutamate excitation (Roberto et al. 2006a) , enhances γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) triggered chloride flux (Breese et al. 2006 ) and alters opioid (Mendez, Morales-Mulia 2008) , dopaminegic and serotonergic signaling (Silberman et al. 2009 ). These signaling changes influence gene expression necessary for adaptation during prolonged use. This altered gene expression is detrimental during withdrawal. At the molecular level, abrupt alcohol cessation triggers pathological levels of excitation, with high levels of calcium flux and MAPK signaling (Silberman et al. 2009 , Obara et al. 2009 , Prendergast et al. 2004 . Despite these profound changes in signaling early in withdrawal, there is a relative absence of information on the early coordination of gene expression.
Several targeted studies have highlighted the importance of glutamatergic , Nagy 2008 , GABAergic (Breese et al. 2006 ) and dopaminergic neurotransmitter systems (Silberman et al. 2009 ) in alcohol dependence and withdrawal. However, due to their focused nature, they cannot inform our understanding of system interaction. In contrast, RNA-seq (Zhou et al. 2011 ) and microarray (Tabakoff et al. 2009 ) experiments provide global expression data, but are typically limited to small sample numbers. Taken together, these previous studies have shown that withdrawal is a multigenic and time dependent process, characterized by progressive evolving behavior and physiology that suggests an accommodating molecular state. Further, the observed gene expression response is affected by multiple genetic, epigenetic, and individual history factors, as well as the type of alcohol exposure and the timing of observation within withdrawal. As such, capturing the dynamic contribution of the gene expression program with frequent observations is necessary, particularly during periods when large magnitude changes in many transcripts are expected as in alcohol withdrawal.
Here, we use a qPCR platform that enables the quantification of an increased number of sample conditions and mRNA levels. We present the expression patterns of a focused gene set in alcohol-withdrawn DVC samples beginning 4h after the removal of alcohol and continuing through 48h. With this approach, we characterize the initial changes in gene expression and the subsequent downstream expression wave in functionally relevant gene transcripts. While focused rather than global, this study offers a quantitative measure of temporally-coordinated changes in expression and a clustering and analysis of regulatory network structure for a select subset of biologically relevant neurotransmitter receptors and signaling systems.
Materials and Methods

Animals
Male, Sprague Dawley rats (>120g, Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were housed individually in the Thomas Jefferson Alcohol Research Center Animal Core Facility. As shown in Fig. 1 , animals were assigned to three treatment groups: control (n=39), chronic alcohol exposure (n=26), or withdrawal following chronic exposure (n=37). Withdrawal animals were assigned to one of five time points: 4, 8, 18, 32, or 48 hours (n=8, 10, 7, 6, and 6, respectively) . Chronic and withdrawal animals were fed the Lieber-DeCarli liquid alcohol diet (36% of calories as alcohol) ad libitum for at least 35 days (Lieber, DeCarli 1994 , de la M Hall et al. 2001 . Control rats were fed a liquid diet where alcohol was isocalorically replaced with carbohydrate and diet volume equaled the average consumption of alcohol-fed littermates. No differences in weight gain were noted between groups. Facilities were maintained at constant temperature and humidity with 12/12h light cycles (lights on at Zeitgeber time (ZT) 0). All protocols were approved by the TJU Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
In the Lieber-DeCarli protocol blood alcohol levels are not externally controlled during the experiment. Rather each animal is allowed to self-regulate its oral alcohol intake. Studies using the Lieber-DeCarli method in this facility and elsewhere have shown peak blood alcohol concentrations of 20-30mM with an average daily alcohol intake of 12-16 g/kg in rats following long term exposure (>3 weeks) (Lieber, DeCarli 1994 , Wilson et al. 1986 , Macey et al. 1996 . In our study the average daily alcohol intake was 15.20 g/kg. There were no differences in average intake between the chronic alcohol exposed and withdrawn animals (p > 0.1; Supplemental Fig. 1 ). Our alcohol-fed rats feed periodically throughout the day and night at regular intervals that are unlikely to induce withdrawal.
To initiate withdrawal, the alcohol diet was replaced with either water or control diet. Matched chronically-exposed rats were given free access to alcohol diet until sacrifice. Previous studies and our experience show that symptomatic alcohol withdrawal in rats following a long term liquid alcohol diet begins within hours and resolves over a 2 to 3d period , Geisler et al. 1978 , Macey et al. 1996 . Studies of alcohol clearance following the cessation of the liquid alcohol diet have shown that clearance rate is approximately linear, and is reduced to less than 25% of original levels at 7h (Wilson et al. 1986) . Similarly, exposures longer than 10d on a liquid ethanol diet have been shown to generate physiologic evidence of dependence in withdrawal including behavioral manifestation of autonomic and somatic dysfunction with an increased susceptibility to audiogenic convulsions and other behavioral signs ) that are apparent by 4h and resolve over the first 48 to 72h (Macey et al. 1996 , Geisler et al. 1978 . In order to examine the changes in gene expression that occur during this period, we sampled the response following chronic exposure and at 4, 8, 18, 32, and 48h after alcohol removal.
Gene Set Selection and System of Interest Identification
Gene selection was critical to experimental design. By quantitatively measuring the expression of many functionally-relevant genes in parallel, we defined a specific system of interest and gained perspective that cannot be captured by measuring changes in isolation. Predominantly, we chose genes for proteins known to be affected by alcohol consumption, alcohol withdrawal, or anxiety. This included individual GABA A (Breese et al. 2006 ), N-Methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) , Nagy 2008 , and G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) subunits and downstream signaling components (Sanna et al. 2002 , Liu et al. 2006 , Lomazzi et al. 2008 , as shown in a simplified schematic in Fig. 2 . The selected set also included other targets identified by previous gene expression studies (Hashimoto et al. 2011 , Covarrubias and Khan et al. 2005 , Sommer et al. 2006 , Tabakoff et al. 2009 , Arlinde et al. 2004 . Additionally, to focus on the cardiovascular regulatory role of the DVC, we included the genes encoding members of the angiotensin II type I receptor signaling (AT1R) pathway. Hypertension is a common physiological consequence of alcohol withdrawal and the signaling cascade is similar to that of many other GPCRs which have also been shown to be affected by chronic alcohol and withdrawal (Sanna et al. 2002 , Lomazzi et al. 2008 , Khan et al. 2008 . In sum, the tested set includes genes implicated in previous global gene expression studies, focused experiments on the molecular effects of alcohol, as well as other functionally related genes. The result is a biased, but highly relevant gene set that can be examined in detail during alcohol withdrawal.
DVC Microdissection
At the assigned time of sacrifice, withdrawn, chronically alcohol-exposed, and match-fed control animals were sacrificed via rapid decapitation and brainstems were excised, placed into ice-cold artificial cerebral spinal fluid (ACSF: 10mM HEPES, pH 7.4; 140mM NaCl; 5mM KCl; 1mM MgCl 2 ; 1mM CaCl 2 ; 24mM D-glucose) and secured with agarose for sectioning (4% UltraPure™ low melting point agarose [Invitrogen] in ACSF). 275μm transverse sections were made with a McIlwain Tissue Chopper (Gamshall, England) for DVC microdissection with size-matched micropunches (≤1.25mm; Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL), as previously reported (Khan et al. 2008) . Bilateral punches from one animal were treated as a single sample. Samples for each withdrawal time point were collected at a single time of day (4h at ZT5 (n=8); 8h at ZT9 (n=10); 18h at ZT3 (n=7); 32h at ZT9 (n=6); 48h at ZT5 (n=6)). Control and chronic samples were sacrificed on the same day at the same time as matched fed withdrawal animals yielding a mixture of sacrifice time samples that were be used to normalize diurnal differences in gene expression (Control: n=7 at ZT3; n=17 at ZT5; and n=15 at ZT9. Chronic: n=6 at ZT3; n=6 at ZT5; and n=14 at ZT9).
qRT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted with either the RNeasy or the AllPrep DNA/RNA extraction kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), DNAase treated (DNA-Free RNA kit, Zymo Research, Orange, CA), and stored at −80°C. Concentration and integrity were assessed with an ND-1000 (NanoDrop, Wilmington, DE) and RNA nano-6000 chips on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. cDNA was reverse transcribed with SuperScript II (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) from 100ng total RNA and stored at −20°C.
Intron-spanning PCR primers and probes were designed using Roche's Universal Probe Library Assay Design Center (www.universalprobelibrary.com). The 145 that passed our quality control are listed in Supplemental Table S1 . The standard BioMark™ protocol was used to pre-amplify cDNA samples for 14 cycles using TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix per the manufacturer's protocol (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). qPCR reactions were performed using 96.96 BioMark™ Dynamic Arrays (Fluidigm, South San Francisco, CA) enabling quantitative measurement of up to 96 different mRNAs in 96 samples under identical reaction conditions (Spurgeon et al. 2008) . Runs were 40 cycles (15s at 95°C, 5s at 70°C, 60s at 60°C). Raw C T values ( Supplemental Table S2 ) were calculated by the Real-Time PCR Analysis Software (Fluidigm) and software-designated failed reactions were discarded from analysis.
Data Normalization and Analysis
All samples were quantile-normalized (ΔC T ) using the R statistical computing package (Bolstad et al. 2003 , Pradervand et al. 2009 , http://www.r-project.org). To account for diurnal expression changes, ΔΔC T values were calculated by subtracting the ΔC T values from the average ΔC T value of all control animals sacrificed at the corresponding time of day. Prior to normalization for differences in sacrifice time, 46 genes in the control condition showed diurnal expression differences. Following normalization for sacrifice time, none of the genes showed expression differences within control samples based on diurnal time of sacrifice (ANOVA, p>0.05). These ΔΔC T values were used for all further analysis Genes with a significant treatment effect were identified via an ANOVA with seven possible levels: control, chronic, and the five durations of withdrawal. Pairwise differences between time points were determined with post-hoc Tukey's HSD tests. Multiple testing corrections based on estimated false discovery rate was performed using the q-value approach (Storey, Tibshirani 2003) as implemented in the qvalue library in R. Using this approach with conventional FDR thresholds of 10-20%, 80-90% of the genes show a statistically significant treatment effect (Supplemental Table 3 ). This statistical outcome arises from a very low Π 0 value (Π 0 = 0.09), which results from our experimental design where a relatively high proportion (>50%) of genes are expected to change; this differs fundamentally from genome scale microarray analyses where ~5% of 10,000s are expected to change. Furthermore, with a limited gene set (145), the number of potential false positives is inherently reduced (5% * 145 = 8, vs. 5% * 10,000s). Consequently, an ANOVA p-value cutoff of 0.05 is a more stringent inclusion criterion than ANOVA with FDR correction. Therefore the former was used for all subsequent analysis. All statistical tests were conducted at a 95% confidence level (p≤0.05).
Time series clustering of differentially expressed genes was performed using Short Time Series Expression Miner (STEM) (Ernst, Bar-Joseph 2006) . In order to capture dynamic pattern similarities, all genes with a statistically significant treatment effect (ANOVA) were used as the input data. The user-defined parameters were set to the default settings (number of candidate profiles = 50, and minimal correlation threshold = 0.7). Functional enrichment analysis for each cluster was performed using the DAVID Bioinformatics Resource v6.7 against the 145 tested genes as background (Huang da et al. 2007) . DAVID is a freely available, web-based functional annotation tool that systematically identifies gene-list associated functional terms from the most widely accessed public databases, such as the Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG Pathways in over forty categories including GO terms, protein-protein interactions, protein functional domains, disease associations, bio-pathways, sequence general features, homologies, gene functional summaries, gene tissue expressions and literatures. The tool identifies those terms which are statistically enriched in the subset of interest compared to a user-defined background set. Statistical significance of enrichment was determined using Fisher's Exact Test (p≤0.05).
Finally, the background 145 gene set and individual gene clusters were analyzed for enrichment of shared transcription factor binding sites within 1000bp upstream of the transcription start sites using the Promoter Analysis and Interaction Network Toolset Freeman et al.
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Author Manuscript (PAINT) (Vadigepalli et al. 2003) . The PAINT analysis was performed using Entrez Gene IDs to retrieve promoter sequences with the TRANSFAC Professional 2009.4 algorithm (http://www.gene-regulation.com/pub/databases.html) and PAINT's default settings for transcription regulatory elements (TRE) identification. This approach, called transcriptional regulatory network analysis, identifies binding sites for transcription factors that are statistically more common in the promoters of genes sets of interest than would be expected relative to their appearance in a set of promoters randomly sampled from the rat genome (Fisher's Exact Test, p<0.05). As only frequencies are compared, no issues associated with differences in TRE definitions (length, complexity or degeneracy) influence the results. Significant enrichment is interpreted as evidence for true co-regulation, as well as suggesting a role for the corresponding transcription factor in the observed dynamics. Both the background set and each cluster were analyzed for evidence of over-represented transcription factor binding sites. Analyzing the combination of sequence and time series data in this manner is not unlike previous efforts (Kundaje et al. 2005) to identify gene regulatory network structure. Networks were exported to Cytoscape for visualization (Cline et al. 2007 ).
Results
System Differential Expression in the DVC
ANOVA revealed that 86 of the 145 genes (59%) had significant changes in expression in the DVC due to alcohol exposure or withdrawal. However, nearly all these effects were attributable to withdrawal rather than chronic exposure. Of the 86 genes, post-hoc analysis identified 75 genes with statistically significant difference in expression between individual time points in at least one pair-wise comparison (Tukey's HSD comparisons, p≤0.05). Only four genes showed statistically significant differences in control and chronic alcohol expression levels (Gabra1, Gad1, Grin2c, and Rgs6), and all of these changes were less than 30% (0.74-fold, 0.76-fold, 1.28-fold, and 1.26-fold, respectively; see also Fig. 4B , chronic ethanol panel). In contrast, 74 of the 75 genes showed significant time-point expression differences involving at least one withdrawal time point. As shown in Figure 3 , a subset of 27 genes had expression levels statistically different at one withdrawal time in comparison to both dependent and control samples, indicating a unique withdrawal expression state. In general, withdrawal changes were larger in magnitude, ranging from 1.3-fold to 3.7-fold; the mean statistically significant withdrawal-induced expression change was 1.77-fold (median: 1.67-fold).
Rgs4 and Rgs6. At 8h, while the upregulation in the expression of Fosl1, Egr1, Junb, Jund, Creb and Crebbp mRNAs was sustained, there was a noticeable shift in the expression of the glutamate, GABA A , GPCR, Ras/Raf and RGS family transcripts, showing less intense changes in expression levels compared to those seen at 4h.
Mid to Late System Withdrawal Expression Changes
At 18h mid withdrawal, we observed a prominent induction in the measured set for mRNAs encoding membrane receptors and ion channels (Fig. 4B, 18h ), transitioning from earlier active downregulation. This change included members of the GABA A , NMDA and GPCR families, including corticotropin-releasing factor, neurotropin, and growth factor receptor subunits (Ntrk2, Crhr1, and Fgfr2). Further, this induction coincided with repression of RGS family members, known inhibitors of GPCR signaling. At this time point, we typically observe a decrease in our rats' phenotypic withdrawal intensity, but without complete resolution of signs of agitation and feeding disturbance. This may indicate that these changes in receptor expression are necessary for the complete resolution of withdrawal symptoms. Also of note, there is a distinct transition in the measured transcription factors' expression from dominant induction to a picture of mixed of up and down regulation, marking a transition from mid to late withdrawal.
By 32 to 48h, physiologic and behavioral withdrawal signs are largely resolved and in our system the number of statistically significant expression changes decreased. Specifically, at 32h, most induction occurred in genes encoding intracellular signaling proteins, particularly those involved in the Ras/Raf kinase pathway. Active suppression increased from 32 to 48h involving transcripts from nearly all of the functional classes, coinciding with another transition in gene expression activity that suggests the involvement of distinct and novel processes beyond those measured at 48h. The number of involved genes and magnitude of their expression change resolved over time, and at 48h, only five genes had quantitative expression levels significantly different from control values by post-hoc testing: Creb, Clu, Rgs4, Pebp1, and Zeb1. While post-hoc testing only represents a subset of the total dynamic picture at a given time point, these five genes represent those that are the most different from controls at 48h.
Correlated Expression and Regulatory Analysis
The STEM algorithm (Ernst and Bar-Joseph 2006) was used to identify genes with correlated expression over time and examine relevant regulatory networks. STEM analysis identified seven statistically significant clusters, as shown in Table 1 . The seven clusters have variable expression patterns; however, they can be classified into three main groups: oscillatory (clusters 1, 2 and 7), early down regulation followed by late upregulation (clusters 3, 4 and 6), and early upregulation at 4h with later down regulation (cluster 5). The oscillatory expression varies significantly from measurement to measurement, and may reflect transcriptional bursting (Chubb et al. 2006 , Golding et al. 2005 , Raj et al. 2008 . In all cases the clusters' members are functionally related, and include multiple surface receptor systems and their downstream signaling components ( Supplemental Table S4 .
As a result of its relevant membership which includes Grin2a, Grin3a, Grik3, Gabra1, Ptpre, and Prckg, Cluster 4 was selected for detailed discussion here (Fig. 5) . The co-expression of glutamate receptors and GABA A receptors over time may suggest a role for expressionbased maintenance of excitatory-inhibitory balance. This group of six genes underwent early suppression followed by peak induction at 18h (cluster p-value≤0.01; Fig. 5 ). Five of the six clustered genes encode proteins that are either ion channels or receptors. The sixth, Prkcg, encodes PKC-gamma and is known to be stress responsive at the gene expression level and to play a role in glutamate receptor regulation (Lin et al. 2006 ). This cluster is further enriched for genes associated with the terms receptor linked signal transduction (≤0.05), neurological system process (≤0.05), synapse (≤0.05), neurotransmitter binding (≤0.05), and glutamate receptor activity (≤0.01). Comparison of the upstream promoter regions indicated that the group shares known transcription factor binding sites for Deaf1, Hic1, Myb, Maz, Pax-8, and Sp1 and can be connected in the regulatory network shown in Fig. 5C . Sp1 was measured experimentally and its quantitative level increased significantly at 4h, prior to increased expression in the cluster, providing additional temporal evidence for its regulatory role during alcohol withdrawal. Pax-8 had additional statistical support for its role, being over-represented in the cluster in comparison to the 145-gene test set (p=0.02). Additional figures for the six remaining clusters can be found in the supplement.
NMDA and GABA A Receptor Subunit Expression
As a result of the clustering of NMDA and GABA A subunit genes, and general interest in these receptor families, we have highlighted their expression in Fig. 6 . During withdrawal, there were time dependent changes in the subunit expression of both receptor families. Among GABA A receptor subunits, Gabrg3 shows the most rapid response, with over a 2fold decrease from dependent levels at 4h. Gabra1 and Gabrq show more delayed dynamics, with large inductions between 8 and 18h that resolve by 32h. Gabrb1 and Gabra3 show more gradual changes, reaching a minimum at 4h and peaking at 18h.
NMDA receptor subunits Grin2a, Grin2c, Grin2d and Grin3a all show similar expression patterns, with decreased expression in chronic samples that undergoes further down regulation in the first 4h of withdrawal. This decrease is transient and is followed by an increase in expression around 18h: dynamics similar to those seen in the GABA A receptor family transcripts. Grin2c is unique among NMDA receptor subunits by having increased mRNA levels in chronically alcohol exposed DVC samples (Tukey's HSD test, p≤0.05). However during withdrawal, it also follows the pattern of early decreased expression followed by induction. These quantitative measures suggest that the DVC experiences altered excitatory and inhibitory states beginning early in alcohol withdrawal that change dynamically over the first 48h.
Discussion
Overall, our quantitative time series results show a limited expression change in chronically exposed DVC samples in contrast to a multi-gene expression response during withdrawal. In withdrawal, the expression of genes encoding IEGs, GABA A , iontotropic glutamate and GPC receptors and the Ras/Raf signaling pathways demonstrated a complex temporally coordinated response. These changes were immediate and readily apparent at 4h as upregulation in IEGs and the concomitant downregulation of genes encoding membrane receptors and downstream signaling pathways. At 18h the genes for many of these receptors were upregulated, including members of the NMDA, GABA A and opioid receptor families. Shared transcription factor binding sites in a group of genes with similar time series expression, including Gabra1, Grin2a, Grin3a and Grik3, predict a transcription factor regulatory network during withdrawal centered around Myb, Pax-8, Maz and Sp1.
The experimental design used in this analysis is relatively novel, based on 102 samples and 145 PCR assays measured over a 48h time period. As a focused study, this approach certainly misses genes undergoing significant changes in expression with important effects on withdrawal biology; however this focus allows us to look at a limited a panel of genes in more detail. As such, the statistical approach was matched accordingly. Analysis with established approaches for estimating FDR indicated that 80-90% of the measured data showed statistically significant changes ( Supplemental Table 3 ). However, as FDR correction measures are based on the assumption that gene expression measures are independent and uncorrelated, we used a more stringent criterion based on the individual pvalues by ANOVA and several downstream analyses such as functional annotation and promoter analysis to further refine the results. Further, the study of expression changes over time introduces additional complexity resulting from diurnal expression changes. While the experiment and statistical analyses attempt to account for these differences by including sacrifice-time matched controls, we cannot account for confounding withdrawal-diurnal expression relationships that occur uniquely in withdrawal animals. Alcohol usage has been shown to modulate circadian activity (Norrell et al. 2010 , Rosenwater et al. 2010 , and withdrawal-circadian interactions have been the focus of previously published withdrawal studies (Melendez et al. 2011 , Logan et al. 2011 ) and this laboratory (Staehle et al, in progress) . Consequently, the results of these analyses are based on evidence that, after sacrifice-specific normalization, (1) a significant change in expression was seen over time,
(2) multiple genes follow that expression pattern, (3) the groups are annotated for specific relevant functions, and (4) they share over representation of specific transcription factor binding sites in their promoter region. Hence they can be regarded as reasonably resistant to false positives and withdrawal-diurnal expression correlations. For example, the PAINT results from cluster 4 are based on a group of 6 genes that share synaptic functions, with enriched promoter regulatory elements that are not dependent on any one or two genes 
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individually, but are based on several genes that share similar expression patterns over time ( Figure 5 ). Recent developments indicate that this approach is fruitful even when scaled up to tens of thousands of genes measured using microarrays. Further, in extreme cases in genomic experiments, all gene expression data can be used in clustering, pattern and module identification without initial filtering for significant change, relying solely on statistical evaluation of the grouping (e.g., WGCNA: Zhang et al. 2005 , Oldham et al. 2008 , Clarke et al. 2011 .
In light of the autonomic instability experienced following the cessation of chronic alcohol intake (Bar et al. 2008) , dynamic expression changes in the DVC are of considerable interest. The role of the DVC neurons sampled in this study is to integrate inputs from the viscera, to maintain homeostatic cardiovascular stability, and to relay information to hypothalamic, limbic and forebrain structures (Schwaber et al. 1982) . Recent studies quantifying human cerebral blood flow during the first 24h of "moderate to severe" symptomatic alcohol withdrawal showed significantly elevated systolic blood pressure and cerebral blood flow (Jochum et al. 2010) . The DVC would be expected to receive information about these changes and respond to alter sympathetic outflow. These quantitative expression changes may represent a portion of the molecular response necessary to achieve this new homeostatic balance. Additionally, as a result of the DVC relays to emotional and reward circuits, particularly dense in the central amygdala (Schwaber et al. 1982) , these findings may be important for emotional and endocrine dysregulation (Silberman et al. 2009 ).
Because the DVC is a homeostatic center, we would expect its molecular activity to parallel its physiologic regulatory function (Khan et al. 2008) . This idea is supported by the comparison of expression changes seen during chronic alcohol exposure and withdrawal. In the exposed state, we saw relatively few changes are seen with qPCR measurement. Functionally, these genes, Grin2c, Gabra1, Gad1 and Rgs6, modulate GABA and glutamate neurotransmission, either directly or through regulatory relationships (Liu et al. 2006 , Lomazzi, et al. 2008 . These limited changes are consistent with our previous microarray study during chronic alcohol exposure that identified differential expression in only 6% of genes (Covarrubias and Khan et al. 2005) . Other global expression studies in the frontal cortex, nucleus accumbens and amygdala have shown changes in approximately 2% of genes (Tabakoff et al. 2009 , Arlinde et al. 2004 ). Together, these findings suggest that chronically alcohol exposed animals are in a molecularly adapted dependent state that cannot be identified by sustained gene expression changes.
In contrast, withdrawal's profound physiologic challenge is rapidly reflected in quantitative measures of DVC gene expression. The withdrawal time points showed broad, largemagnitude expression changes across all measured systems, in 86 of the 145 genes studied. While studies of gene expression changes in the DVC within the first 48h of alcohol withdrawal are limited, there is a considerable literature addressing early changes in other brain regions, particularly in transcription factors such as cFos (Kozell et al. 2005) , Egr1 (Depaz, et al. 2000) , SP1 (Wilce et al. 1994 ) and calcium signaling systems (Silberman et al. 2009 ). The burst of expression change after the removal of alcohol marks a transition from a 
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Other novel observations in this experiment include the rapidity of the expression response in non-IEGs. While early studies (less than 12h) in alcohol withdrawal are limited, focused dynamic expression studies in other conditions have proposed similar time scales, including increased Grin2b expression 3h after cytokine stimulation (Nicolai et al. 2010 ) and a model of long term potentiation that within minutes shows nuclear translocation of Jacob protein, a coupler of glutamate signaling to transcription changes (Jacob et al. 2008) . Our results indicate that the early expression response involves nearly all of the sampled systems. All told, these findings present a potential link between intense autonomic stress, withdrawal related increases in calcium signaling, and changes in DVC gene expression on the order of minutes to hours. It is plausible that the initial widespread down-regulation represents a protective response to rebound excitatory signaling seen following chronic exposureinduced enhancement of excitatory glutamate ) and calcium pathways and attenuation of GABA signaling.
More broadly, qPCR measurement showed a temporal progression of functionally related gene products. We observed an initial induction of expression in IEGs, other transcription factors and epigenetic regulators. Following, we saw induction of genes encoding receptors and channels, indicating that these may be downstream of the initial changes. This suggests that expression plays a role in altering the membrane protein composition following cessation of the alcohol diet. Finally, we saw adjustment in the expression of intracellular signaling components, which could be required for fine-tuning signaling systems following changes in receptor and channel composition. In focused experiments, many of these systems have been implicated in the pathology of alcohol use disorders including receptors, channels, transcription factors (Kozell et al. 2005 , Depaz et al. 2000 , and Ras/Raf and MAPK signaling (Sanna et al. 2002) . Combining these quantitative measurements in a time series gives insight into how these systems interact and the temporal progression of expression changes. However, due to the focused nature of this data set, generalizability of these rapid changes to other gene systems and brain regions is unknown.
Time series clustering analysis revealed the correlated expression of a several groups of transcripts (Table 1 ). In each case, the expression profiles were common to a statistically significant number of genes, had known functional associations and shared over representation of specific transcription factors in their promoter regions. Combining these analyses of quantitative temporal expression measurement with putative common transcription factor binding sites points to a plausible mechanism of coordination for the clusters and many specific functions including GCPR signaling (cluster 1), GABA reuptake and transport (Cluster 2), glutamate receptor activity (Cluster 4), Mapk signaling (Cluster 5) and protein phosphatase activity (Cluster 7). Additionally, transcription factors Ap-2, E2, Sp1, ETF, Krox, Hic-1 and Zf5 are over-represented in at least two clusters. This suggests that these transcription factors are ubiquitous and may generate a permissive role for dynamic changes in expression during alcohol withdrawal. For example, prior literature has shown that SP1 is recruited to promoter regions following periods of intense depolarization (Harikrishnan et al. 2010) , as would be expected in alcohol withdrawal. Similar activity has also been reported for Egr family transcription factors, which bind Krox regulatory elements early in alcohol withdrawal (Depaz et al. 2000) . Hic1 is a tumor suppressor related to the regulation of cell death and stress responses (Van Rechem et al. 2009 ). In contrast, the transcription factors that are enriched within a single cluster, such as Gabp, Hnf4α (Cluster 1), Foxq1 (Cluster 6) and Pax-8 (Cluster 4) may help convey specificity to the expression profile.
A single temporal expression cluster included both the glutamate receptors Grin2a, Grin3a and Grik3, and GABA A receptor Gabra1. Only Gabra1 showed significantly altered expression following chronic exposure. The correlated expression of GABA A and NMDA receptor subunits suggests a role for expression in the reestablishment of excitatory and inhibitory balance during withdrawal. Additionally, expression changes in interacting but distinct membrane receptors suggests that these subunits are not expressed independently during alcohol withdrawal and likely share a common regulatory mechanism (Eisen et al. 1998 , Qian et al. 2001 . The proposed regulatory network combines SP1, Myb, Pax-8 and Maz, all of which are found in at least 3 of the 6 clustered genes, to enable concerted changes. Among these, Myb, Pax-8, and Maz are unique to the cluster. Pax family transcription factors have been implicated in fetal alcohol syndrome (Talens-Visconti et al. 2011) . Maz is commonly studied for its role in regulating the expression of phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (Her et al. 2003) . This enzyme converts norepinephrine to epinephrine, particularly relevant to the DVC during withdrawal where adrenergic modulation of A2 neurons is a key control point for central cardiovascular pathways (Vadigepalli et al. 2011) . Myb is most widely studied for its role in regulating cell cycle (Gewirtz et al. 1989) , and has been implicated in cellular proliferation associated with hepatic fibrosis (Okazaki et al. 2000) , commonly associated with alcohol use. Their presence in this regulatory network further supports the existence of an expression program signature of an excitotoxic state and suggests a novel role for the involvement of these transcription factors during alcohol withdrawal representing neurotransmitter system cross-talk at the level of gene expression.
The insights provided by this study arise as a consequence of the quantitative measurement of many functionally-relevant genes in parallel across time. Taken together, these measurements show early and widespread changes in gene expression during alcohol withdrawal consistent with a protective response from excitotoxicity. This finding emphasizes the importance of examining early gene expression changes in functionally relevant systems. Our results also provide evidence for regulatory relationships coordinating the expression of interacting neurotransmission and intracellular signaling systems. Further, validation of the putative transcription factor regulatory networks can be sought using chromatin immunoprecipitation studies. Extension of these approaches to other brain regions, additional time series and other functionally-specific gene sets may lead to increased insight into how changes in gene expression relate to pathologic neuronal behavior during alcohol withdrawal. Experimental design. (A) A schematic of the experimental design. Animals were assigned to one of three treatment groups: control, chronic alcohol exposure, or withdrawal (with specific withdrawal time points covering the symptomatic period). The five time points selected for study are indicated, ranging from 4 to 48 hours after withdrawal. These were selected to capture early transcription changes as well as later changes associated with adaptation to withdrawal and the typical behavioral response after alcohol removal in the Lieber-DeCarli rat model. Control and chronic exposure animals were sacrificed at the same time as the withdrawal animal to account for differences in diurnal expression (ZT (Zeitgeber time) matched as indicated). Neurobiological systems of interest assayed by qPCR. The schematic shows the biological systems targeted for study including excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmission, receptordriven intracellular signaling and transcriptional regulation. Major functional groups and signaling pathways are highlighted in bold. Compartments represented include the presynaptic terminal and membrane, and the postsynaptic membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus. Receptor subunits, isoforms, and family members assigned to the functional categories are listed in the attached shaded boxes. This schematic's relative positioning is maintained in the data mapping shown in Figure 4 . Each ring is a single annotation term, indicated by the color noted in the legend along with fold enrichment score (FE) and the associated Fisher's exact test p-value. All genes in the cluster with that GO annotation are colored in the nested pie chart. Temporal changes in GABA A and NMDA receptor gene expression during the first 48h of alcohol withdrawal in the DVC. (A) The temporal expression of GABA A receptor subunits with statistically significant treatment effects (ANOVA p≤0.05) as ΔΔC T over time. (B) The temporal expression of NMDA receptor subunits with statistically significant treatment effects (ANOVA p≤0.05) as ΔΔC T over time. Grin2b appears in parentheses, indicating that the transcript did not show a statistically significant treatment effect via ANOVA though additional post-hoc treatment comparisons showed a difference between the chronic ethanol and 18 h measurements. It is included for completeness. C=control, E=chronic ethanol, 4, 8, 18, 32, and 48 refer to the duration of withdrawal when measurements were made. Post-hoc Tukey's treatment comparisons: * significant versus control (p≤0.05), t significant versus dependent (p≤0.05). Table 1 STEM Cluster Analysis Results. The table shows the seven clusters identified by the STEM algorithm. The profile column gives the group expression template profile (black line) as well as the measured mean expression for each transcript in the cluster (red lines). The cluster p-value indicates the level of significance for the particular profile, and is a based on the observed number of matching transcripts compared to the expected number of transcripts fitting the pattern. The functional associations were determined using the DAVID bioinformatics resource using the tested genes as a specific background. The shared transcription factors binding sites were identified using PAINT algorithm and represent over-represented transcription factor binding sites in the promoter regions of cluster members in comparison to the rat genome. Bold faced transcription factors are additionally over-represented in the promoter sequences of the cluster relative to the 145 genes measured. Italics indicate that a given transcription factor binding site is ONLY overrepresented in the cluster members in comparison to the background 145 gene set. TF=transcription factor.
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